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man

sin unique properties of the
a substance possesg
greatest value to himself; he has often attributed to it
magical or mystical virtues by which courage may be
given to the coward, health to the ailing, strength to
the weak and youth to the aged ; from time to time he
has bathed in it, dried and eaten it, applied it to his
skin in an ointment or administered it as a potion. But
it is only within the term of recent history that, discarding
earlier practice, he has learned to transfuse the blood
of one man into the vein of another. The astonishing
development of this procedure ranks as one of the. three
great advances in medicine in the last twenty-five
yean, the other two being the discovery of antibiotics
and the introduction of new methods of anaesthesia.
To enable full use to be made of this pot ent aid in the
care of the sick and injured there exists in Scotland a
national organisation of doctors and· nurses, scientists
and technicians, administrators and their staffs backed
by many thousands of volunteers. This, the Scottish
National Blood Tramfusion Association, celebrates in
1g65 ita twenty-five years of service to the community.
as
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Early

1" ears

SooN after medical science was revolutionised in the
middle of the se venteenth century by William Harvey's
proof of the circulation of the blood, attempts at
transfusi on were made by scientists in this country and
in France. One of the first investigators was Sir
Christopher Wren and in the report published on his
.

researches in 1657

we read that "Hence arose many

new Experiments and chiefly that of Transfusing
Blood-that will probably end in extrao rdinary success ."
This early optimism was premature and nearly three
hundred yean elapsed before it was justified. During
that interval of tinie it was learned, sometimes through
tragic experience, that only human blood may be
introduced with benefit and safety into the veins of a
human being ; that sometimes blood may be induced
to pass without clotting through a tube directly from
one person to another but that satisfactory transfusion
can be secured only with the use of apparatus and that
blood mmt be treated with citrate or other suitable
substance to prevent coagulation if it is to pass through
such apparatus, or to be preserved even for a short
time. It was also learned that blood may be stored for
periods of up to three weeks but only if there is strict
control of temperature and of certain o ther facton.

At the beginning of

this century researches of the

greatest importance revealed that members of the
general population can be classed in one or other of a
number of groups according to certain reactions given
in the laboratory by their blood. As certain blood
[8]
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incompatible with each other the greatest
must therefore be taken to ensure that the blood
of a donor is suitable to the receiver. This testing or
" grouping " must be carried out in a laboratory in
groups are

care

every case.

The year 1914 may be taken as the date of the
introduction of transfusion as it is practised today, for
in that year citrated blood was successfully used for the
fint time. During the 1914-1918 war more and more
recourse was had to this procedure in the treatment of
dte wounded in military hoapitals all over the world
and very many lives were saved by it.
mood consists of two principal constituents, the
minute bodies which give it its red colour and which
are called " corpuscles " and the fiuid which carries
the corpuscles throughout the vessels of the body and
which ia :known as " pl asma." When blood citrated
to prevent clotting is allowed to stand, the corpuscles
sink to the bottom of the vessel leaving a layer of straw
coloured plasma above it. This plasma can be drawn
off' and atored for a much longer time than can blood
itself and since it has valuable properties it can often be
used as a substitute for blood. For this reason more and
more attention came to be given to the production,
storage and use of plasma from blood not immediately
needed in treatment.
In the yean between the wars increasing use was
made of transfuSion in cases of emergency in civilian
surgical and medical practice. Most often the purpose
was to compensate for loss through haemorrhage in
chlldbirth or from injury or diseaae but bloocJ or plasma
was also used in the treatment of shock from burning or
other accidents. It is true that the eatablishment of a
[ 10]

FIG. I
Blood collection-Igso.
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store of blood, from which supplies could be drawn aa
need arose, bad been suggested aa early as 1916 but no
action was taken to carry o ut the suggestion until 1937
when the practice of storing blood in " blood banks "
was instituted in Madrid during the Spanish Civil War.
In Great Britain the year 1939 was that in which.
through the impetus of war, the storage of blood in
blood banb waa 6nt introduced. Before that date, by
universal practice, blood needed for the treatment of
any individual patient was obtained from a donor called
specifically for that particular case. The Munich
crisis in 1938 bad been a clear indication that war waa
imminen t and at the beginning of 1939 the Department
of Health, aa part of a review of emergency medical
preparationa in Scotland, set up a special Blood
Tramfusiou Sub-Committee from memben of its
Scientific: Advisory Committe,e under the chairmanship
of. Sir John Fraaer, Professor of Clinical Surgery in
Edinburgh. (ts purpose waa "to investigate existing
&cllitics for Transfusion ; to consider the possibility
for iDlproving those facilities, especially in smaller
c:cntres and . in country areas ; and to advise on the
storage of blood in selected centres." Following a
ltUdy of the uae made� of blood banks in the Spanish
war, and in view of the general expectatiou of heavy
civilian air casualties if war broke out, the sub
committee determined ou i mmediate action. Some
xnonths before its offia.l report was published it recom·
mended that stores of blood be established in the
principal centres of population. Tbia suggestion was
taken up at once by Dr C. P. Stewart in Edinburgh
Royal Infirmary, and Professor N. Morris, Stobhill
HQSPital, Glasgow. So it was that wh en war was
.

FIG. 2
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declared on srd September 1939. small blood bailb
were already in existence in those two centres. A week
later the sub-committee's report was publilhed. It
stated that in face of a national emergency IIUCh
arrangements for a tran8fusion aervicc: as existed would

prove quite inadequate. There were districts where
no facilities at all existed ; in some smaller horpital
areas, when a patient was thought to need transfosi.on,
relatives were sent for and tested immediately before
treatment was given. Several hospitala bad lists of
profeuional dODOI'II, whose fee was IIOillet.imes as much
a.11 two guinea.��. Other hospitals, particularly those in
larger centres, favoured a voluntary aervi£e, donom
being recruited by public appeals and froanorganisations
such u the Red Cross, Toe Hand the Rover Scouts.
Only in Edinburgh did a regionalschemt exist.
The sub-committee's report strongly supported the
voluntary system of donors. It declared equally
strongly that blood banks must be established at on�
in the principal centres and it pointed out that arrange
ments for these were already under way in Glasgow
and Edinburgh. The sub-oommittee, too, stated that
for the whole country blood transfuaion must be
organised on a regional basis and it also advocated a

national organisation.
Letters were thereupon sent to Lord Provosts and
other civic leaders urging that public meetings be held,
committees formed and services let u p, and to this
appeal there was heartening response. When a
national organisation was considered . some voices
proposed that the Edinburgh service be extended to
cover the whole country Others suggested the Red
Cross as the national co-ordinating body, but in the
.

end it was agreed that a National Blood Transfusion
Council should be called to take central control and to
form, in its turn, a more permanent Blood Transfusion
Association. On gth February 1940, therefore, at the
invitation of the Secretary of State for Scotland, a
meeting of this Council was convened under the
chairmanship of Lord Rosebery, comprising Lord
Provosts of cities, 11111"ge0ns and ph-ysicians, memben of
the Red Cross, Women's Voluntary Service and other
organisations and representatives of the transfuaion
services already in exiatence and of the Department of
Health for Scotland. The Secretary of State, then the
Rt. -Hon. D. J. Colville (later Lord Clydesmuir),
explained to the Council that while the transfuaion
service must in large measure remain a voluntary
service, s uppo rted by voluntary donations, the
Government, too, had im responsibility and the
Exchequer would, therefore, make a very generous
grant. The Council then considered the steps necc:saary
to form an·associa tion, appointed executive, finance and
technical committees and aaked Mr C. S. Gumley,
W.S., honorary secretary of the Edinburgh service, to
draft a constitution. On 5th March a second meeting
of the Council was held at which the· constitution was
approved, the appointment· of committees confirmed
and the Scottish Natio nal Blood Transfusion Association
was formally constituu:d. This meeting of the Council
on sth March 1940, tl'lerefore, marks the birth of the
Association (Appendix A).
.

.
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Tlu

71u Association
� I9f.O-I95I. Th
e Auocia

tion show ed no
delay in setting a
bout its task. A new
Procedure had
to be introduced
everywhere for �
blood. In future,
and using
only in exceptional
circumstances
would the volunteer
be
for the immediate trea called to hoapital to gtve blood
tment of a single
patient. Instead,
seasiona at fixed times
donon were called in were to be organised to which
numbers depending
on the amount
needed to build up and
replenish the blood
thote banb, blood
banb. At
after testing and gro
uping was either
Bored as whole blood
or processed to prod
and kept until asked
uce plasma,
for by hoapitaJ.s in the
region.
Both at the baub
and in the hospi
tals re:fiigerators
were needed to P
reserve the bl ood
at a carefully
contro)Jed tempera
ture, A survey
of the whole country
revealed de.ticlc:nci
es and special needs
in the different
regions and, to
meet these,
tranafuaio
n outfits,
relrigerators and other equipment
were quickly issued.
The refrigerators su
pplied were of the
kind ac
gas, cylinden of whic
h were held locally tuated by
in reserve.
This precaution enabled
the a pparatus to co
function when main
ntinue to
gas or electrici
ty supplies were
interrupted by air
attac
and schemes were set k. Funds were needed at once
days, by written ap on foot for raising money by flag
peals and posten
and by �
and cinema shows.
Five Region al T
ransfusion Services were
the Northern, North
established,
Eastern, Eastern, So
and Western, cen
u
th Eastern
tred respectively
on Inverness,
(I

f]

Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow. Funds
were centralised in the hands o f the Association-a

procedure which called for tact and firmness. Each
region had ita director, with specialist qualifications in
medicine or biochemistry, a regional organiser and a
regional committee. In each region the recruiting of
donors, the preparation of blood and liquid plasma and
the issuing of these and of equipment was undertaken
by the regional services themselves, but advice and
practical help as well as money were provided by the
Alsociation. .& national organiser the Associ ation
appointed Mr J. R.. Copland who had had yean of

experience in the Edinburgh service. Through its
eo-opted from the Navy, Army and Air
Force the Asaociation had access to the fighting services
which provided an important field of opportunity for
both the use of transfusion and the enlistment of donors.
So great were the zeal and efficiency of the newly
formed Association that in July 1940 the chairman of
the technical committee, Sir John Fraser, was able to
say the progress of the work during the past four
months has been such that the various services are now
able to cope with any demands which may be made on
their resources!• But there could be no complacency.
Not only was the call ever greater for blood for
transfusion : there was also an ever-increasing
appreciation of the valu� of plasma, especially in the
treatment of shock. At the same time it was clear that
the regional staffs could undertake no more than their
already heavy routine of work and soon the time came
to make another major step forward and to establish
one or more "central depots."
In August 1941,
therefore, the Association resolved that two such units
memben

"

a
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With its position thUB established "the Asaociation .was
In
able to set about the new tasks which' lay ahead.
.
l
y
revised
drastiCal
was
every region the panel of donon
interest
active
take
to
ceased
had
who
all
of
names
The
.contained
in the work were removed 10 that . the lists
to attend
d
expecte
be
could
who
.donors
"
live
"
enly
withdrawal sessions when asked to do so. At the same
time the work of securing new " live " donon was
vigorously· pursued. The need continually to enlist
more donors was caused· by the rapid increase in the
scope aa.d complexity of blood tranSfusion work and
n in Appendix
some measure of this increase is to be iee
B.

socia on's attention was
More and· more of the Asti
directed to the Rhesus prob lem and the demands
made for ante-natal testing inctealed rapidly. A
seoond major advance was cosu:emed with the
fractionation of blood. With special laboratory
techniques ·it was · now possible to ·concentrate or to
extract coustituenta or fractions of blood invaluable in
the prevention or control of certain infectious fevers
and bleeding diseases. A Blood Products Unit was
therefore established in the South Eaatc:m Centre, while
·the produ ction ofdried plasma for the whole of Scotland
was transferred to· the Western Region. By 1955. the
JllediCal secretary was able to report that in ad dition
socia on was producing . anti
to dried plasma the Asti
en fraction and gamma
fibrinog
n,
frac:tio
philic
haemo
.
globulin.
Ever since the five regional centres had been fully
established in I 940 the scientific and technical staff had
considered research to be an essential part of their work.
ty
Even during the most critical yean of war an opportuni
·

(liO]

was somehow found to investigate problems of blood
tranSfusio n and papen of importance were published.
In 1955, the directon were able to claim that in the
coune of the yean certain types of serological investi
gation bad become primarily their responsibility and in
order that this work mig ht be still farther developed it
was recommended that researc h centres be established
in the South Eastern and the Western Centres. This
decision was a time,ly one because teaching, an activity
which goes hand in hand with research, was now
becoming a prominent feature of the work of the
Association as the demand for instruction increased.
In 1954, the annual meeting of the British Medical
Association took place in Glasgow and in 1959 the
British and Canadian Medical Associations held a
combined meeting in Edinburgh. On each occasion
the Blood Transfusion Association arranged an exhibit
to illustrate the scope of blood transfusion work. Every
year courses of instruction were organised for medical
officen and for laboratory technicians. More particu 
larly in the two larger regions, where there were post
graduate colleges, doctors sitting examinations for
higher qualifications, JnaDY of them from oveneas,
sought special instruction in blood transfusion subjects.
With the introduction of a new higher qualification,
the membership of the College of Pathologists, the
demand for post-graduate teaching became still greater.
By 1g6o, Glasgow .-nd St Andrews Univenities,
recognising the importance of blood transfusion as a
subject in the curriculum, bad appoi nted the directors
of their respecti ve regional services to the academic staff.
Aberdeen followed in 1g63 and Edinburgh in 1g64A two-day conference on �ood transfusio n was held
( Ill ]
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in Glasgow in May 1g6g, under the auspices of the
Scottish National Blood Transfusion Aaociation, the
University of Glasgow and the Royal College of
Physicians and Surgeons. The main purposes of the
conference were to stress the need for ensuring the best
use of available blood and blood products and to further
the safety of this form of therapy for the patient. It was
attended by physicians and surgeons who in the course
of their work have occasion to use blood and its products.

Tlu

&gional

Smlices

Thl Northem IUgion. Betw een 1936 and 1939 the Royal
Northern Infirmary and some of the smaller hospitals
in the north of Scotland formed their own small lists
of donon who were called on to give blood in case of
emergency. In the late summer of 1939 Dr C. P.
Stewart, o n behalf of the Blood Transfusion Sub
Committee, visited the Royal Northern Infirmary and
discussed with Dr H. J. R. Kirkpatrick, pathologist to
the hospital, the setting up of a blood bank. As a
result, there was formed, under the chairmanship of
Lt.-Colonel Philip Mitford, one of the managen of the
Royal Northern Infirmary, a local committee which
functioned until after the introduction of the National
Health Service, and a blood transfusion service was
formed, having Dr Kirkpatrick as director. In March
1940, the organisation so established became the
Northern Regional Service.
Using the local hospitals' lists of volunteen as a
basis the service built up its panel of donon over the
mainland of the north of Scotland. In this area of
wide spaces and a scattered population the need to
obtain blood laid an immense amount of work on the
shoulden of the voluntary withdrawal team. In the
words of Mr A. J. C. Hamilton, surgeon to the hospital
at the time, " the journeying of the blood transfusion
team during the war to collect blood from places as far
apart as Kinlochleven1 Wick and Thuno on stormy

winter nights with car headlights masked
another of the unrecorded epic::s of the war."

ll!!ll

[ 113]
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The problem of accessibility determined the policy of
the service with regard to peripheral hospitals. While
grouping and testing were concentrated on the Royal
Northern Infirmary, steps were taken to instal sub
sidiary blood banks without delay in the hospitals in
Fort William, Stornoway and Wick and later in
Broadford, Dingwa1l and Golspie. When additional
quantities of blood were required in these hospitals
�pplies were sent, according to the urgency of the
case, by public transport, or by W.V.S. or other
special cars, or, in the case of Stornoway, by aeroplane.
In the beginning the principal blood bank and the
processin g and administrative sections were situated in
two small rooms in the pathological department of the
Royal Northern Infirmary-accommodation which was
cramped from the start and in which the staff laboured
under increasing strain. It said much for the care of
the workers and the quality of their work that over a
period of eleven years no serious mishap was allowed to
occur.
In 1951 new and adequate premises were
added to the hospital to house the blood transfusion
service.
The Northern sen>ice coven a very wide area of
mainland and sea-loch, ocean and island. This causes
considerable difficulties in both the collection and supply
of blood particularly in winter. But as far as population
is concerned the Northern is the smallest region and for
this reason it has never been found necessary to appoint
a whole-time director. Instead, the pathologist and,
more recently, the haematologist of the Royal Northern
Infirmary in Inverness has hdd the dual appointment
of pathologist or haematologist to the hospital and
director of the blood transfusion service.
[ ll4]

T1tl .Nurtb-Eastem Rlgitm. Like other large hospitals
Aberdeen Royal Infirmary and the Aberdeen Maternity
Hospital before the war had a small roll of donors who
were called on to give blood in an emergency. In the
.summer of I 939 the Scientific Advisory Committee of
the Department of Health for Scotland drew the
attention of the senior medical staff of the Infirmary to
the need, in the event of war, for a store of blood for the
treatment of air-raid casualties. ProfessorJ. Cruickshank
o to provide room for a blood bank in the
undertok
Departmetn of Bacteriology at the University and a
committee was formed of medical men and public
spirited citizens in Aberdeen and the surrounding
district. The first meeting of the committee took place
on 4th August 1939, when Mr J. R. Copland described
the organisation and activities of the Edinburgh
transfusion aervice. A blood transfusion service for the
north-east was then conatituted under the directorship
of Professor Cruickshank ; donors were quickly enrolled
and tested and at the actual moment when war was
declared on 3rd September, the withdrawal team was
engaged on its first bleeding session at the Royal
Infirmary.
In March 1940, the Aberdeen and North-East of
Scotland Service, as it was already called, was
incorporated into the Scottish National Blood
socia on and its conatitution was formally
Transfusion Asti
approved at a meeting on 7th September 1940. The
committee continued to issue its annual report until it
was di.ssolved in 1954Shetland and
Because transport between Orkney and
the mainland was at that time almost wholly by sea
through the port of Aberdeen, those islands were
[ 15]
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main a district of farming and fishing communities and
from the beginning of the service much use has therefore
been made of mobile withdrawal teams.
In the first years of peace, as the need for blood and
plasma continued to grow and the demand by the
Uoivenity for a return of their premises to peacetime
uses became more urgent, the service began to look for
more spacious accommodation of its own, but it was not
until 1956 that a new department was opened in the
precincts of the Royal Infirmary, where a staff engaged
whol�time on blood transfusion work and immuno
haematology was employed.

included in the North-Eastern Region. As 110011 as the
National Association had been formed a IU1"VeY of the
North-Eastern Region was made and this showed that
facilities for transfusion in all the outlying hospitals
were gravely inadequate. As a matter of great urgency,
therefore, apparatus and refrigerators were 11e11t out to
these hospitals, first priority being given to Orkney and
Shetland because of recent dangerous developments in
the war at sea.
In the North-Eastern Region the scrv:ice &om the
beginning was based on Foresterhill, where the
University provided in the Bacteriology Department
accommodation for the organising secretary and her
staff and for the principal blood bank and the laboratory
services. A secondary blood bank was also atabliabed
for a time at Woodend Hospital and from thae two
sources the needs of the area for blood and plasma were
met. During the war years the clerical and laboratory
work at the centre as well as the work of the withdrawal
teams was maintained very largely by volunteers from
the University staff, their families and tiieods. Appeals
to the public for money and donors were directed
through the town councib in the burghs and through the
Women's Rural Institutes in the villages and country
districts. A notable feature in the North-East was, and
still is, the enthusiastic help given by many local doctors
in enrolling donors and arranging withdrawal sessions.
In consequence, relatively few local organisers have
Unlike
been recruited from the general public.
regions farther south, the North-East Region contains
few big organisations or industrial firms and there is
only one area, Aberdeen itse� in which a large
concentration of population is to be found. It is in the

TM &stmJ &giota. For some time before the year 1938
Dundee Royal Infirmary had a list of donors, maintained
by the hospital dispenser, which was sufficient for its
own immediate needs. In the autumn of 1938 Professor
D. F. Cappell, pathologist to the hospital, who had made
first-hand acquaintance with the working of blood
transfusion services in Canada, anticipating the outbreak
ofwar took over responsibility for this donor service and
in the spring of 1939, with the co-operation of the
surgeons and managers of the hospital, set about the
formal constitution of a blood transfusion service
covering all the city of Dundee. In the autumn of that
year a blood bank waa established in the Royal
Infirmary's department �pathology, the first emergency
equipment fOr which cobsisted of a number of milk
bottles with their racks obtained from a well-known
Dundee dairy. By the spring of 194-0 the organisation
had been extended to cover the east of the country and
at a meeting held on 12th April 1940, addressed by the
Secretary of State for Scotland, it was formally

[ a6)
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constituted as the East of Scotland Regional Service
under the directorship of Professor Cappell and
incorporated into the Scottish National mood
Transfusion Association. The general committee
formed on that occasion regularly hdd meetings until
1951 when it lapsed. The finance committee continues
to function.
In its earliest years the service was run almost without
exception by voluntary worken. Much of the
administrative work was done by wives and friends of
Univenity and hospital staff; the Red Cross provided
driven and assistants for the mobile teams and medical
students along with the director engaged in the actual
withdrawal of bloOd. As the scope of the service
increased after the war, howev er, more and more use
was made of paid regular staff but· the work did not
justify a whole-time appointment at its head unti11954
when the dual office of director of the blood tranafusion
service and hospital pathologist came to an end and the
present director was appointed.
The accommodation originally provided was in the
basement of the department of pathology and housed
not only the blood bank but also the laboratory, donor
clinic and administrative office. It was inadequate
even at the start and at the end of fourteen years the
staff was working under great stress and difficulty.
Another centre within the Infirmary precincts was
therefore designed, and in 1955 the service was
transferred to the up-to-date premises which it now
occupies.
In the Eastern Region the area over which donors are
recruited is of considerable extent, stretching from
Dunblane in the south-west to Edzell in the north..east.
[ !18]

The population is ao distributed, however, that half the
donors live within easy reach of Dundee Royal
Infirmary and attend donor sessions there. In
consequence, less recourse is had in this region than in
othen to the mobile withdrawal team, the use of which
is still farther reduced by the exceptional circumstances
prevailing at Perth. Since before the establishment of
the National Association, the department of pathology
in Perth Royal Infirmary has continued to maintain its
own panel of donors and its own local blood bank,
supplying the ordinary needs of the hospital. Special
blood and extra supplies of blood and plasma, if
required, are obtained from the regional centre in
Dundee.
It was in this Region in the early 194-o's that much of
the original work on the Rhesus blood groups was
done. The investigations of Professor Cappell and a
member of his staff, Dr Marjory McFarlane were
fundamental and helped to advance the knowledge of
this complex system, both from the point of view of its
genetic background and of its clinical effects.
.

Tlu &utA-&stma &gitm. Edinburgh was the only place
in Scotland in which before the 1939-1945 war a blood
transfusion service established on a regional basis was
to be found and credit f8r its inception must be given to
one private citizen. in 1929 John R. Copland, a
dentist living and practising at 22 Gilmore Place,
Edinburgh, was prompted to take the fuBt step in
providing a service on learning of the death of a friend's
wife who might have lived had her husband's blood
been of the right group for the purpose of transfusion.
John Copland was ;lt the time an officer-bearer in the
[ srg)
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Hoiyrood Conclave of the
Crusaden," a body of
voluntary social workers, and with their support he
formed a small roster of blood donors. Al. the
possibilities and the needs grew he dedicated himself to
the work of blood tranafilaion and for some years he ran
a twenty-four-hour service almost unaided, sleeping
with a telephone beside his bed, holding himself in
readiness to answer appeals for help and driving by day
or night to take a donor to hospital or to give blood
hiJnsel£ Grouping of the donors on his list was done
in the laboratories of Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. By
1934 the interest of the Crusaders had evaporated and
the work had expanded to such a point that it could no
longer be overtaken by one man alone. In 1936 a
committee, formed at the instigation of the Lord
Provost, Sir Louis Gumley, took over responsibility for
the service; Mr Charles Gumley, W.S., became
honorary secretary and John Copland continued his
work as organiser, as.sisted by MiBII Helen White who in
1940 became organising secretary for the South-Eastern
Region. Under the new dispensation, calls for help
came no longer to Gilmore Place but to the Royal
Infirmary where a porter was available at any hour to
take donon by taxi to and from outlying hospitals and
nuning homes. In March 1940,]ohn Copland became
National OrganUer in the newly formed Scottish
National mood Transfusion Association and in 1945 his
work for the commUDity was recognised by the award
of the M.B.E. Not long afterwards his health began to
fail and he died in 1949.
When the National Association was formed, the
South-Eastern Region, within the framework of that
Association, retained a measure of autonomy having
"

l sol

its regional executive committee under the chairmanship
of the Lord Provost, and it has continued to issue its
own annual reports. In March 1940, Dr C. P. Stewart
acce pted as part of a dual appointment the directorship
of the regional service. Enrolment of donors continued
until 1949 to be conducted at 22 Gilmore Place but the
service was centred in the Royal Infirmary in the
Clinical Chemistry Department, of which Dr Stewart
was director and where a blood bank had already been
established. In 1941 when the decision was taken to
form two plasma depots to supply the country,
Edinburgh was chosen u the site for the Eastern depot..
In that year, too, the Polish Red Cross founded in
Edinburgh its Institute of mood Transfusion for the
purpose of training workers so that a service might
rapidly be established in Poland when that country was
liberated. The presence in Edinburgh of the Polish
Faculty of Medicine and of the Paderewaki. Hospital
.made it easy for staff to be recruited ; initial training
was provided at the Centre in the Royal Infirmary and
the Polish work.era then acquired experience of with
drawing blood among voluntary donors in the Polish
armoured division, which was stationed in Scotland,
and of giving blood in the Poliah military hospitals,
Plasma was prepared, equipment bought and kept in
reserve and when the end of the war came the Polish
Blood Transfusion l]lftjtute was ready to move to
Poland. It was a keen disappointment to all concerned
that, though individual members of the staff returned
to their own country, political obstacles prevented the
stores from ever reaching Poland.
In 1943 Edinburgh became, and continued to be for
twelve years, the processing centre for the whole of
3
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Scotland for the production of dried plasma, that city
being considered less likdy than Glasgow to suffer
attack by air. Active interest in this project was shown
by the Ministry of Health in London, which was
responsible for the only drying centre solely for civilian
needs existing in the country at the time. Since this
was situated in Cambridge and was liable to air attack
it was thought most desirable that a second centre be
established elsewhere in the United Kingdom. Money
was needed for the new equipment and much of it
came from voluntary sources, the " cold room " itself
being provided by donations from the Edinburgh
Ladies' College now the Mary Erskine School for Girls.
Because of these added functions the work of the
centre increased greatly and when Dr Stewart resigned
his part-time office at the end of the war in order to
re-organise the peacetime activities of the department of
clinical chemistry, the directorship became a whole
time post. Within five years the existing accommodation
had become overcrowded and wholly unsuitable. A
new blood transfusion centre Wllll therefore designed and
opened in another part of the Royal Infirmary grounds
and on 4th September 1950 it received an official visit
from the Q)Jeen.
The work of the centre was greatly increased when
fractioning of plasma was introduced in 1953· Because
of dday in rebuilding the Infirmary it was clear that
the centre would have to remain in the existing building.
A major reconstruction and extension to the Centre was
carried out and was opened in 1g61 by Lady Primrose.
The centre is now one of the finest and most progressive
in the country.
It comprises three main sections ; the regional blood
[ 311]

bank ; the transfusion haematology laboratories where
tests are made· of the blood of patients requiring
treatment with blood or blood products ; and the
national blood productB unit which supplies blood
fractions for clinical use throughout Scotland.
Fractions produced are gamma globulin, used in the
prevention of certain infectioua diseasea; anti
haemophilic globulin fur the treatment of haemophilia ;
albumin, which ia employed in liver and ·kidney
disorders ; and fibrinogen for the treatment of some
kinds of haemonbage.
·

Till We.rtma RIP.• The regional service in the west
originated in June 193 9, when repreaentatives of
Glasgow Corporation, of the hospitals. and of other
interested bodies were called to a meeting in the City
Chambers of Glasgow at which the Lord Provost
presided and a blood transfusion service was coDStituted.
Accommodation was furnished hy the St Andrew'1
Ambulance Aiaociation in North Street and there a
panel of donon was established who could be called OD
to provide blood in an ·emergency in any of the five
principal bospita1s in the city.
It 10 happened that iil the early months of the war the
Department of Health had set up a " Saline Infusion
Fluids Centre " for the preparation of saline, glucose
and other solutions used fOl' intravenous injection,
entrusting the work tb Professor J. P. Todd of the
School of Pharmacy in the Royal Technical College
later to become the Royal College of Science and
Technology and fJtJW the University of Strathclyde.
For the sake of convenience, therefore, when in March
1940, the local Glasgow Blood Tranafulion Service
[53)
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became the West of Scotland ·RegiOnal Service, the
principal blood bank · was established beside the
Infuaion Fluids Cetltre in the College. A · second blood
bank was maintained at North Street 'and the donor
panel and adminiJttative
office alsO remained at that
.
.
addres8.
The regional· committee, formed when the service was
estabii&hed, continued to meet aml'to' publish its own
annual report until ihortly after the National Health

Service was instituted.
Soon after the end of the war· Ptore.o.r TOdd, who
had become part-time director in mc:casion to Professor
Morris. resigned in order to resUIIlb-full-time teaching
duties. The present director 'Wat ·appointed whole.
time and the premises in the Royal 'College ·of Science
and Technology being reqUired fM their. peacetime
fUnctions, othet aceommodation waii ·aought for the
blood bank and the infusion fluids- eentte. In I 946
they were transt'Crred td a building at·r5·North Portland
Street which had at one time been· a· hospital annexe
and during the war' "le1'Yed as a· itore for the Royal
Navy.
The official opening . of ·thi. neW centre by the
Secretary of State, Mr Joseph WestWood, took place on
�grd May ·•947· Thtce yean: later, under a re
organisation by the Natioual Hc:alth Service, the
infusion fluids centre was t:ransfem:d to a building
elsewhere i.Il the city. The blood· transfusion service
prOfited by the spaCe thus made available but the work
continued to increase and it was BOOn manifest that
other premise! mun be found. For considerations of
cmi Defence a site was selected, not in Glasgow itself,
but at Law Hoepital, Carluke, a8d i.b. 1956 the new
·

·
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building was

ao far completed that it was poeaible to
tranafer to Law the greater part of the plasma drying
which had previously· been done in Edinburgh. The
Western SeJvice then became reaponaible for ·the
production of dried plasma for the whole of Scotland
except the Sou�-Eaatern Region. By th e end of 1957
the- Western RegioD.•s new centre at Law Hmpital had
been brought into full use, but it was found advantageous
to retain in Glasgow a blood bank, bleeding centre and
the beadquartm of the donor organisation .and those
departments continaed .to .operate at North Portland
Street for a time, That area of the .�ty,. bQwever, w�
earmarked '11Y· th e Corporation for cl�e aud �
development and for this reason the blood transfusion
service in 1� transferred its activities to 8� West
Regent Street, a building previously used as
administrative offices by the Regional Hospital Board.
The Western Regional Service, like each of the other
services, has a character of its own. It covers a great
part of Scotland and supplies blood to hospitals as far
scattered as Stranraer and Campbeltown, Oban and
Dumfries. Half the population of Scotland looks to it
for blood and in return provides a field for the
recruitment of donon. Much of that population works
in large industrial units. In consequence, in the West,
the work of the donor organisation is more cloaely
centralised, less use is made of local organisers, and to a
much greater extent � in other regions the mobile
withdrawal teams work in factories, shipbuilding yards
and large business organisations. The management of
these concems, with few exceptions, has always shown
generosity and support to the blood transfusion service,
and industrial surgeons, personnel officers, shop
,

.
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stewards · and· welfare committees. bave co-operated
sympathetically in enlisting donon and organising
bleeding sessions. The records refer, too, with gratitude
to the United States Navy, tOr in April 1950, when an
outbreak of smallpox in the city of Glasgow interrupted
for a time the holding of local withdrawal sessions. two
huncirM members of the crews of two U.S. destroyen
on a visit to the Clyde donated blood.
From its plasma-drying unit the Western Regional
Service suppHes dried plasma not only to hospitals all
over the country but abo to industrial surgeons in
factories and shipyards, to medical officers of the Coal
Board and to surgeons of ocean-going ships.
·

[ s61

The Organilers and the Donors
Tlu OrganisKs. It may truly be said that the donors are
the bricks of which the main structure of the blood
transfusion service is built and the organisers are the
mortar which holds the structure together. When the
National Association was formed in 1940 an organising
secretary was appointed in each of the five regions,
whose main responsibility was twofold-to raise the
money needed to maintain the service and to recruit
donors and arrange blood-withdrawal sessions. The
met!lods used varied to some extent from place to place
but most activities were common to all areas. Flag
days were held every year ; charity concerts, theatre
shows and other entertainments were organised ;
notices and paragraphs were published in local
newspapers ; apPeals went out from church ptdpits, in
cinenias and at public meetings sponsored by civic
leaders ; personal contacts were made· by ho�-to
house viSiting or, in the critical days of war, by" button
holing " private citizens in the streets. By these means
the attention of the public was drawn to the need for
more m9ney and more donors. Since the introduction
of the National Health Service in 1948 the regional
orga.Disera' chief concern has bee n the maintenance of
the donor service. From the start they depended for
success in this field.on voluntary local organiac:rs. In
every rural � country town and city district in
which donors were recruited the regional organiac:rs by
pmonal search and personal approach secured their
local organisers, often through such channels as the
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Red Cross, W.V.S., or Women's Rural Institutes. A
study of the record in a regional office shows how diverse
have been the men and women engaged on the work.
People from all walks of life are included in the list of
those who have made and maintained contact with the
donors and who also, in four of the five regions, have
arranged the details of withdrawal sessio ns when visits
were paid by the mobile team to their areas.
� DOMr.t. In the early days blood for transfusion was
given by a relative or acquaintance of the recipient. In
the 1914-�918 war, blood was provided by lightly
wounded men or by members of field ambulances,
officially known as "resuscitation men." A roster was
kept of volunteers whose blood had already been
" grouped " and who could be called on for the
immediate treatment of casualties. Since a fortnight's
leave in Great Britain was granted to each donor after
every transfusion there was no shortage of volunteers.
In the years that followed the war the traditional
procedure of seeking donors among relatives and
friends was maintained but it could not satisfy the ever
increasing demand, and blood from other sources had
to be found. At one time it was suggested that, in
addition to their other duties, the police should be
expected to act as blood donors. Money payment met
the need in a considerable number of cases and according
to the " Model Rules for a County Blood Transfusion
Service " issued at one time by the British Red Cross,
the fee payable was to be one guinea. It was realised,
however, that money as an inducement often failed to
bring forward the best type of volunteer. In the end the
giving of blood without payment came to be looked on
[ s8]
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as a highly satisfying form of social service and public
spirited members of the community began to come
forward as volunteers. Between the wan, therefore, all
over the country local arrangements for transfusion
came into being. Donors in some areas were paid and
in at least one hoapital a glass of brandy was the reward
handed out for a donation of blood, while in othen
unpaid and unrewarded volunteers were recruited, the
general practice being for individual hospitals to
organise their own procedures.
Transfusion was still an emergency measure, the
blood of the donor being withdrawn, citrated and
introduced with little delay into the recipient's vein.
In every case of transfusion, therefore, the donor was
called to a hospital for the treatment of one particular
patient, with whose injury or illness and subsequent
progress he was personally concerned and this personal
interest in an individual patient could be a powerful
factor in attracting members of the public to the work.
The introduction in I 939 of blood banks in which
blood was stored, necessitated an entirely new procedure.
It meant that blood given by a volunteer was stored
along with that given by othen and this formed a
supply which at some later time was administered to
patients about whom the donors knew nothing, and
there were fean that their loss of personal concern with
one patient might handicap the recruitment of the large
number of new donors ..-ho were needed to establish
blood banks. How groundless were those fean and
how heartening the response of the public to the call
was shown in the rapid expansion of the donor panels
during the war and their continued increase in yean
of peace (Appendix B).
[ 391
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In the early days it was common practice, on every
occasion when a donor bad given blood, to present him
with a printed certificate recording that he had carried
Out this service. A certificate for each donation is still
issued, although in 1 95 1 a badge, agreed by the
Committee on the Grant of Honours, Decorations and
Medals was approved by King George VI for use in

the United Kingdom. This badge in bronze is presented
to a donor after ten donations ; after twenty-five
donations a silver badge is given ; and the donor who
gives blood on fifty occasions receives a badge in silver
gilt. Many donors qualify for badges every year. In
Smtland the number of badges won in 1964 was bronze,
3.130 ; lilver, 612 ; silver gilt, 33·
.AJ the Association approaches its twenty fifth birthday
new surgical techniques, in particular the use of the
heart-lung machine and the artificial kidney, have
brought about yet another strain on its resources. The
use of these techniques requires for each individual
patient a large supply ofblood which must be withdrawn
only a few hours before the operation. To obtain such
a supply, as many as twenty or more donora at one time
may have to be summoned at short notice. As far,
therefore, as this field of the work is concerned, the
function of the donor �nay be said to have described a
full circle and he finds himself, as in the early days of
blood transfusion, called out in an emergency to provide
treatment for an individual patient. To such calls,
urgently made, often at inconvenient hours and without
regard to personal circumstances, the respoDSC of the
donon of today is as ready as ever.
-
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Cortelusitm
IN Scotland the Blood Transfusion Service administered
by the Scottish National Blood Transfusion Association
occupies a unique position. It plays an important role
in the National Health Service. The Association
remains an autonomous, voluntary body satisfying
urgent needs of sick and injured penons all over the
country ; at the same time it offers to the ordinary
citizen, irrespective of training, experience or material
circumstance, a wonderful opportunity of rendering
personal service to others. For twenty-five yeara the
record of the Association has been one of solid
achievement. What began as a temporary expedient to
serve the emergency needs of hospitals in time of war
has become a great and permanent service. Its
directors, men of hospital consultant status, control
large and complicated organisations ; its centres and
laboratories, stafFed by doctors, scientists and technicians
of skill, carry out intricate routine procedures and much
original research ; its withdrawal teams at the centres
or in mobile units secure the enormous quantity of
blood required every year ; its regional and local
organisers with zeal and tact recruit and retain a great
army of donon ; and the donon themselves, on whom
the success of the wholt enterprise depends, cheerfully
do their part for the loVe of the cause. Truly the old
prophecy' has been fulfi11ed, Blood Transfusion has
ended in extraordinary success."
·
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.APPENDIX

A

Nonb-Eutun

Ea.atem

1956-1 963
l g6s194D"I!J4.5

OFFICE-BEARERS AND OFFICIALS
PruidMI
1 940"

The Earl of Rolebefy, K.T., P.C.,
D.S.O., M.C.

1959-

C. P. S-.rt, Ph.D., D.Sc.

1 94-5
194� 1!}46
I!WJ-194-7
1947•19$0
19$0-19!;4
1954•

y-�

� qf � c.-att.
I!WZ-1951 -'· R.. Little. J.P., F.R..S.E.
1951-1959 W.J. Stuart, C.B.E., F.R.C.S.E.
1959C. P. Stewart. Ph.D., D.Sc.

South-Butcm

MMiiul &mlaty

t

1940-1942 Dr T. W. Bw:han
I!WZ-1947 Dr s. Westw&Ur
1947- 19" Dr • Smith. O.B.E.
Dr • M. Gordon
1955-

Auisla!IJ Mdi&td S«r�
1956-1964- Dr A. Menziel
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19{D-1!)46
l !Kfi-1 94-7
1947
1947•

Western .

&mlaty
1940"1959 c. s. Oumley. w.s.
1959N. A. Milne. W.S.
T,_,1940"1946 T. A. Mowat, c.A.
1946C. G. M. Pea:non, c.A.

H-1·

R. Kidr:patrick
l g6o Dr
Dr I.
Cook
:�
1940"1956 � J. ClnUcbhallk.

Nortbem

1940"1 944
l 94f)
� :t

C.B.E.
Dr J. s. c.ml)bell
Dr l:l. B. M. Lewia

� D. F. Cappell,
C.B.E.
Dr M. N. McFarlane
Professor S. McDooald
Dr Ann 8aDdilon (acting)
Dr Shcila Maw
Dr Avril Jobmtooe
Dr C. Camenm
Dr C. P. Stewart
Dr D. A. C. McR.ac
Dr D. C. Haig, J.P.
(interim)
Dr R. A. Cummillg,
O.B.E.
� N. Morris
Professor J, P. Todd
Dr J. W.Jlace

Orpisilw Slt:rdllriu
Natioaal Organiser
Nonbau Region
Nonb-Ea.atem �legion

1940-194-9 J. R. Copland, M.li.E.

1940-1945 Mn Fruer-Simp1011
194-5Mial V. Chriltie
1940'19(.1 Dr J. Stephen
1941-19t-5 Mial B. Mitchell
194-5Mn H. L Manning

Baatcm llegion
.

1940"1942 R. G. Srott
lg.p·I !Jt5 Mn M. F. Sc:ott
" st5·1gtil Mn A. w. Scrimgeour
lg61•
Mial I. E. Cantaira

South-Eutun �legion

1940'
Mial H. M. White
1940' 1 944 J, S. W. Hc:ndencm
. 194i" 1!}4ti loin P. S. W. Peat
I!WJ-1 947 Mial J. R. Semple
Mias n. Ncboa
19(.7•

Weatem R.egioa
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